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Objective one: Objective One: To further increase our understanding of the 

needs of Cambridge’s growing and increasingly diverse communities so that 

we can target our services effectively 

In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Improve our understanding of the need 

for wheelchair accessible housing, and 

ensure the right processes are in place to 

maximise supply, ensure potential 

applicants are aware of the housing 

options available to them and improve 

access to accessible homes for people 

who need them. 

Processes have been improved and 

officers are now working proactively with 

Cambridgeshire County Council to help 

identify and meet the needs of individuals 

who need wheelchair accessible 

accommodation. Further work is to be 

carried out with the County Council to 

understand the longer term need for 

wheelchair accessible housing. 

Work with Future Parks Accelerator and 

local public sector and voluntary and 

community sector partners to identify 

new, innovative and collaborative ways to 

use parks and open spaces to help 

support people’s health and wellbeing. 

The Stakeholder Engagement and 

Volunteering Workstreams of the Future 

Parks Accelerator project have been 

effective and have developed a shared 

vision. This has led directly to the 

development of the Open Spaces Forum, 

which is now up and running and 

providing a platform for networking for 

community and voluntary groups and 

individuals working to improve 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough’s 

parks and open spaces. The function of 

the Open Spaces Forum is underpinned 

by an agreed operating model and 

packages of support to build skills and 

capacity have been developed. 

Run a Dementia Friends session open to 

all staff of frontline Council services to 

create a better understanding of the 

experiences of people with dementia, and 

their carers, and how to support them. 

There was not capacity to run the 

Dementia Friends training in 2021/22 

because the Council Officer trained by 

The Alzheimer’s Society to deliver 

Dementia Friends training was seconded 

to another role in the Council’s 

Transformation team in February 2022. 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Provide Gypsy, Roma and Traveller 

Cultural Awareness training for staff to 

broaden their awareness of Gypsy, Roma 

and Traveller cultures and how to support 

people from these communities by 

making their services more inclusive. 

Gypsy, Roma and Traveller Cultural 

Awareness training was provided by 

Friends, Families and Traveller for 

Councillors in December 2021 and 21 

attended. A session was provided for 

staff on 24th February 2022 and 26 

attended. 

Continue to work with 7 other local 

authorities to complete an assessment of 

the accommodation needs of Gypsies, 

Travellers, Travelling Showmen and 

Bargee Travellers and other caravan and 

houseboat dwellers to inform the new 

Greater Cambridge Local Plan. 

An officer working group has been 

established to explore options for 

meeting the needs of 

Gypsy/Roma/Traveller communities.  

There have been some delays to work on 

the accommodation needs assessment 

and it is still ongoing. The research was 

initially delayed because of the Covid-19 

pandemic, but a draft report has recently 

been received and the project team is 

now working with the consultants to 

assess the quality of the data. 

 Continue the Council’s work to address 

period poverty. In 2020/21 this will 

include: 

·Undertaking research into the current 

need for free sanitary provision following 

Covid19 lockdowns, including what other 

public sector and voluntary and 

community sector partners have been 

providing. 

·Launching a local social media campaign 

to receive donations to help tackle period 

poverty. 

·Exploring the potential of using Lion Yard 

and Drummer Street public toilets as 

donation and collection points for sanitary 

provision. 

A working group has been established to 

promote period poverty and research 

what is being delivered locally already. 

During summer 2021, the Council ran a 

campaign to make sanitary products 

available to young people during the 

school holidays. 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Seek the views of female rough sleepers 

as to their experience of homelessness 

and local service provision. Informed by 

this, consider any actions to ensure that 

the needs of homeless women are met. 

No formal consultation has taken place 

with female rough sleepers yet.  

However, analysis of information from the 

recent provision of emergency winter 

accommodation shows that 1 in 5 of the 

rough sleepers accommodated were 

women. This contrasts with our counts of 

rough sleepers in which women are 

typically represented in the ratio of 1:10.   

Continue to use Equality Impact 

Assessments (EqIAs) to ensure that the 

Council considers the needs of different 

communities in the city and how new 

policies or plans meet these needs and 

our Public Sector Equality Duty 

obligations. Action will include:  

·Supporting Council services to complete 

EqIAs  

·Helping services to consider the impacts 

of policies or plans on groups of people 

with more than one protected 

characteristic which combine to create 

greater discrimination and inequality 

(intersectionality).  

·Provide training for Council services on 

how to undertake EqIAs. 

In 2021/22, services produced 26 EqIAs 

with support from the Equality & Anti-

Poverty Officer and Strategy & 

Partnerships Manager. A new section in 

the template EqIA form was developed 

asking services to consider impacts 

relating to intersectionality. The EqIA 

training was updated to reflect this 

change to the form and better support 

services to understand intersectionality, 

and members of the Joint Equalities 

Group (JEG) received training about the 

change to the form. (JEG is an officer 

group that meets regularly to develop, 

deliver, and oversee the council’s 

equalities and diversity programme.) A 

training session on how to undertake 

EqIAs was delivered on 7th September 

Organise bi-annual meetings of the 

Equalities Panel to discuss the Council’s 

equalities progress and support Council-

led initiatives that play a role in the 

promotion of equalities and diversity. 

Explore the potential of expanding the 

remit and/ or membership of the 

Equalities Panel to identify further 

opportunities for collaboration with 

The Equalities Panel met twice during 

2021/22, on 6 July 2021 and 11 January 

2022. The Panel considered a number of 

items at these meetings, including items 

on issues relating directly to the Council’s 

work, including the Council’s Single 

Equality Scheme, equality in the 

Council’s workforce and recruitment, and 

a review of the Council’s customer 

services operations. The Panel also 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

partners to tackle discrimination and 

promote equality in the city. 

considered items on collaborative and 

partnership activity on equality issues, 

including the Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough Region of Learning project 

and work on the Cambridge Purple Flag 

status and safety in the night-time 

economy by Cambridge BID and 

Cambac. The next meeting of the Panel 

is scheduled for 5th July 2022.  

Support and encourage other 

organizations to promote equality and 

tackle discrimination, including by 

promoting the Equality Pledge and 

providing opportunities to organizations 

signed up to the Pledge to share good 

practice. 

Cambridge City Council has been 

working with South Cambridgeshire 

District Council (SCDC) to promote the 

Equality Pledge. Quarterly meetings have 

been set up with signatories of the 

Pledge to share good practice and seek 

feedback from one another on equality 

and diversity related work. A bi-annual 

newsletter has been initiated on activities 

that promote equality and tackle 

discrimination which signatories have 

been engaged in. SCDC and Cambridge 

City Council jointly hosted a webinar for 

businesses on 26th January (with 20 

attendees) on how they can make 

Cambridgeshire safer and more inclusive, 

partly by becoming signatories of the 

Pledge. 

Trial the use of the Low-Income Family 

Tracker (LIFT) system to help identify 

low-income households that may need 

support from Council services (such as by 

assisting with homelessness prevention 

or ensuring households claim benefits 

they are entitled to). 

The implementation of the Low-Income 

Family Tracker (LIFT) system has been 

delayed as a result of ongoing 

discussions with HMRC regarding the 

legal position on re-using Government 

data for the purpose of identifying 

households that may need support from 

Council services. 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Provide two Transgender Awareness 

training sessions for staff and a 

Transgender Awareness briefing session 

for Councillors to create a greater 

understanding of the experiences of trans 

and gender variant people and increase 

staff and Councillors’ confidence to 

support them effectively. 

A total of 29 staff attended 2 transgender 

awareness training sessions on 21st 

October 2021 and 27th January 2022. A 

total of 24 Councillors attended a briefing 

on Safer Spaces on 21 October and a 

training session on Transgender 

Awareness on 24 January 22.   

 

Identify opportunities to hear from and 

increase our understanding of the needs 

of people from different equality groups 

and use this information to identify 

opportunities to improve our service 

provision and to influence and facilitate 

partners to tackle discrimination and 

disadvantage. In 2020/21 this will involve:  

·Supporting the Encompass Network to 

undertake a community needs 

assessment of LGBTQ+ people in 

Cambridgeshire, including needs related 

to wellbeing and community engagement.  

·Collaborating with Cambridge Ethnic 

Community Forum to undertake research 

into the needs of diverse ethnic 

communities in the city, including those 

experiencing poverty which has been 

exacerbated by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Encompass Network completed the 

LGBTQ+ Needs Assessment and shared 

the initial findings with the City Council 

and South Cambridgeshire District 

Council in February 2022.  

Cambridge Ethnic Community Forum has 

completed the research into the needs of 

diverse ethnic communities in the city 

and the results are expected imminently.  

During 2022/23 the Council will work with 

voluntary and community groups to carry 

out Inclusion and Engagement surveys  

focusing on the needs of disabled 

persons and women in Cambridge. 



Objective Two: To continue to work to improve access to and take-

up of Council services from all residents and communities  

In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

 Help improve digital inclusion of older 

residents in the council’s sheltered 

housing scheme by: 

·Exploring the feasibility of a project to 

work with the Cambridge Digital 

Partnership to install donated/refurbished 

desktop computers in the Council’s 13 

sheltered housing schemes. 

·Supporting sheltered housing scheme 

staff to improve their digital skills, so they 

can deliver enhanced support to older 

and more vulnerable customers to utilise 

digital support channels. 

The Council is working with Cambridge 

Online and 3C ICT to install donated 

computers into each sheltered housing 

scheme.  The first 2 computers are due to 

be installed in Ditchburn Place and Talbot 

House in the coming weeks.   

Resource booths with be set up at each 

scheme to support tenants to utilise 

digital support and Council staff continue 

to be supported to develop digital skills 

and knowledge. 

Provide training for Council staff on best 

practice in supporting service users with 

mental health problems, including running 

two Mental Health Awareness training 

sessions, two Mental Health First 

Response training sessions and a STOP 

Suicide workshop. 

A Mental Health Awareness training 

sessions for staff was delivered in June 

2021, but the second training session in  

September 2021 was cancelled due to 

low numbers of attendees. Further 

training sessions will be scheduled during 

the 2021/22 financial year. 

Build 500 new homes that can be 

adapted to become wheelchair 

accessible and 25 new homes (5% of the 

500) that are wheelchair accessible from 

the outset by 2024. 

During 2021/22 66 new Council homes 

for rental were completed and a further 

159 more affordable homes were 

approved to be built as part of the 

Council’s affordable housing programme. 

These homes will bring the cumulative 

total for the programme to 550 homes. All 

homes will be adaptable and 27 will be 

wheelchair accessible.   



Develop strong working relationships with 

mental health services and Social Care 

Services in Cambridge City so that:  

·       All Housing Services staff that liaise 

with mental health or social care services 

have a better understanding of the 

services including when and how to 

access them. 

·       Clear partnership arrangements 

(possibly in the form of working protocols) 

are established between the City 

Council’s Housing Services and mental 

health services and Cambridgeshire 

County Council’s Social Care services. 

The Council’s Housing Advice service 

staff that liaise with mental health or 

social care services have received 

training on the Mental Health Acts.  A 

protocol for dealing with homeless people 

aged under 18 has been put in place 

between the City Council’s Housing 

Services, mental health services and 

Cambridgeshire County Council’s Social 

Care services, but work is needed to 

develop a similar protocol for homeless 

adults. 

Continue to monitor coronavirus cases 

and uptake of vaccinations amongst 

different equality groups and work with 

communities and public sector partners to 

help address any associated health 

inequalities. 

An Equality Impact Assessment was 

undertaken on the Council’s work to 

encourage vaccination uptake. The EqiA 

noted lower vaccination uptake in some 

ethnic groups and lower income 

communities and potential barriers to 

accessing vaccination centres for older 

people and disabled people. 

In implementing the new ‘digital first’ 

customer services model, ensure that 

vulnerable people are provided with 

opportunities to have face-to-face 

appointments when seeking support from 

the council. To help make sure vulnerable 

people get support they need: 

·       Continue to develop ongoing 

training for Customer Service centre staff 

to help them identify people who are 

vulnerable and who may benefit from this 

support. 

Customer Service Advisors have 

received training on supporting 

vulnerable people as part of the Council’s 

corporate training programme and 

additional targeted training. 

 

Work is ongoing to identify the best way 

to gather data on the diversity of 

customers using our services and to 

inform an approach to supporting all 

residents effectively. 

 

Customer Service Advisors have been 

set an objective to respond to customer 

comments and explore their experiences 

of contacting the Council, logging these 

for review and to inform improvements. 



 

Objective Three: To work towards a situation where all residents 

have equal access to public activities and spaces in Cambridge and 

are able to participate fully in the community  

In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Plan a series of ‘Make a Difference Days’ 

in which children aged 9-14 will be given 

Due to Covid restrictions it was not 

possible to deliver the ‘Make a Difference’ 

(MAD) days during 2021/22. The first 

events were held in the Easter holidays in 

·       Work with voluntary and community 

sector groups supporting equality groups 

and vulnerable individuals. 

·       Identify new ways to seek feedback 

on customers’ experience of seeking help 

from the Council and identify practical 

ways the council can improve customers’ 

experiences. 

An email survey has been used to 

establish why customers use particular 

contact channel to reach the Council. 

Working with Care Network and Caring 

Together to explore opportunities for 

frontline Council services to support 

people who are carers in Cambridge. 

Two Carer Awareness sessions have 

been provided for managers and 10 

people attended on 6th September and 

20 on 25th January. The sessions helped 

raise awareness about issues 

experienced by carers and support that 

the Council can help signpost carers to. 

Continue to provide an interpretation and 

translation service to ensure that 

language barriers do not prevent people 

from accessing Council services and 

continue to provide a British Sign 

Language interpretation service for Deaf 

people who need to contact our 

Customer Service Contact Centre. 

The Council continued to provide an 

interpretation and translation service to 

support people contacting the Council. 

During 2021/22 there were 104 

interpretation sessions (44 face-to-face, 

50 by telephone and 10 by video) and 24 

document translations. The 10 most 

requested languages for translation or 

interpretation were: Polish, Arabic, 

Bulgarian, Bengali, Turkish, Mandarin, 

Albanian, Russian, Urdu and Spanish.  



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

the opportunity to ‘make a difference’ to 

their local community. 

2022 (well-being themed activities in two 

locations), and there are further MAD 

days planned for May half term and the 

summer holidays.  The next activities will 

be themed around community safety. 

Develop a City-wide Youth Panel for 

children aged 10-16 to empower young 

people, help them to develop skills and 

work towards the changes that they 

would like to happen in Cambridge. 

The City-wide Youth Panel is being 

developed in partnership with 

Cambridgeshire County Council and is 

part of the objectives for the City 

Council’s Community Services in 

2022/23. 

Provide a mixture of online and face to 

face open access play activities for 

children, young people, and their families 

in local neighbourhoods (including low-

income neighbourhoods) across 

Cambridge. 

Open access play sessions for children 

and young people were held where Covid 

restrictions allowed across the year, in 

different venues and online. From April 

2021-December 2021 a total of 319 

sessions were held, with 5,811 

attendances at these sessions. 

Provide four Kickstart placements for 

young people aged 16 to 24, who are 

receiving Universal Credit, which will 

focus on gaining experience, skills and 

contacts in the arts and cultural sector. 

Cambridge City Council’s Arts 

Development Team was a partner in the 

Kickstart East Anglia Consortium of 

Creative and Cultural Organisations 

delivering Kickstart placements in the 

East of England. Since April 2021, a total 

of 34 employers delivered 84 placements.  

The city council offered 2 placements, 

each for 6 months in duration, within City 

Events and Arts Development. One is 

complete, whilst another is due to end in 

June 2022. 

Work with the Social Mobility Business 

Partnership to deliver a ‘Work Insight & 

Skills Week’ for around 30 young people 

from low-economic backgrounds in years 

11 and 12, introducing local creative 

After 2 cancelled attempts to deliver a 

virtual programme in 2021, planning is in 

place for a Social Mobility Business 

Partnership (SMBP) Work Skills and 

Insight Week to take place, in person 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

industries and useful contacts for future 

employment opportunities. 

from 18-22 July 2022. The cultural 

partners so far confirmed are University 

of Cambridge Museums, Cambridge City 

Events, and Cambridge Film Festival and 

there is strong interest from Long Road 

School, and Cambridge Regional 

College. Registration for the programme 

is now open until the end of May. 

Work with Form the Future to explore the 

feasibility of developing a Creative 

Industries Apprenticeship Training 

Agency, which would provide an 

apprenticeship opportunity across a 

number of smaller creative businesses. 

With partnership investment support from 

Festival Bridge, Form the Future led this 

piece of research and have delivered a 

draft report. It is anticipated that the 

completed report will be submitted by 

June 2022.  

Implement and deliver the next stage of 

the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough 

Region of Learning project to help 

increase young people’s cultural 

engagement and help young people to 

acquire skills for future learning and 

career opportunities. The Council will:  

·       Develop and scale-up the digital 

infrastructure of the scheme; 

·       Repurpose the existing library card 

as a ‘smart’ universal passport to 

learning; 

·       Deliver a pilot to a minimum of 1,070 

young people from disadvantaged 

backgrounds; 

·       Provide basic skills training, career 

guidance, transferable skills assessment, 

access to additional learning, work 

experience, mentoring and employment. 

During 2021/22 the project has: 

 

o Reached 55 young people aged 15 to 

24 years in Cambridge in 2021/22 

who are economically inactive, at risk 

of NEET, or are employed 

o Partnered with 10 organisations 

developing pathways for young 

people, including the NHS to improve 

awareness and access to services 

and activities that improve mental and 

physical health outcomes.  

o Developed the Ignite programme with 

partners Shift Momentum to support 

young people from low-income 

backgrounds to develop pathways to 

self-employment and business. 

o Partnered with 32 learning providers 

to start developing digital micro-

credentials and pathways to local 

leaning and skills provision to improve 

essential skills, knowledge and 

employability.  



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

o Worked with Jobcentre Plus to 

engage young people who are 

receiving benefits to join and benefit 

from taking part in the programme, 

which has so far supported 21 young 

people who were unemployed.  

o Approached 33 businesses and 

employers, or providers work 

experience to improve access to entry 

level roles and opportunities. 

 

Ensure that tender specifications for new 

play equipment continue to stipulate that 

equipment is inclusive for children with a 

range of abilities, including for three 

projects being delivered in 2021/22 at 

Holbrook Road, Arbury Court and Robert 

May Close. 

The tender specifications for new play 

equipment in Holbrook Road, Arbury 

Court and Robert May Close stipulated 

that equipment is inclusive for children 

with a range of abilities and the schemes 

were delivered by March 2022. 

Continue to provide sheltered housing 

schemes for people aged over 60 who 

wish to carry on living independently but 

who require some support to do so and 

help the schemes to run their own social 

clubs, activities, and events. 

The Council continued to manage all 13 

sheltered housing schemes, supporting 

those living within them to maintain their 

independence.  As the Covid guidance 

has relaxed, the Council has reinstated 

tenant social activities and events, and 

supported those whose social clubs were 

no longer viable to re-start them.  We 

have re-opened Lichfield Community 

Hall, which is now fully booked with 

tenants and other local groups using the 

hall to run activities. 

Organise visits from a local school to 

Ditchburn Place sheltered housing 

scheme and explore opportunities to 

extend this intergenerational project to 

other schools and sheltered housing 

schemes across the city. 

There are 3 new student volunteers at 

Ditchburn Place who visit weekly to run 

activities with the tenants. There have 

been difficulties engaging with local 

schools and youth groups and feedback 

suggests that this is largely down to their 

priorities over the year being more 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

focused on core activities and Covid 

recovery. The Council will continue to 

develop the integrational work during 

2022/23. 

Re-establish the Community Hub at 

Mansel Court (when coronavirus 

restrictions allow for this) and set up new 

hubs at schemes identified across the 

city. 

Due to resource issues the Community 

Hub at Mansel Court has not been 

delivered, but it is planned for delivery 

during 2022/23. 

Continue to provide the Shopmobility 

service at the Grand Arcade and Grafton 

East carparks to support disabled people 

to access the city. 

The Council has continued to provide the 

Shopmobility service at the Grand Arcade 

and Grafton East carparks to support 

disabled people to access the city. The 

service had 3,266 users in 2021/22. 

Promote the Council’s exercise referral 

programme (which provides doctors 

referrals to gym, sports centres and other 

physical activities) to inactive people 

whose medical conditions would benefit 

from guided exercise. 

The exercise referral programme was 

initially suspended during the pandemic 

to new referrals.  The Covid restrictions 

eased from May 2021 onwards, with the 

service returning to near normal from 

October 2021. During 2021/22, the 

service has enrolled 143 new referrals.  

A number of steps have been taken to 

promote the scheme. The referral form 

has been updated and is now available 

through the GP Management system, 

SystemOne.  The City Council webpages 

have been re-designed to make them 

more user-friendly, and the service has 

been actively promoted on social media 

groups and channels, local newsletters, 

medical practices and City Council 

publications throughout the year. 

Explore the feasibility of including 

Changing Places provision when 

redeveloping existing toilets to provide 

Business cases for the redevelopment of 

a number of sites are being developed. In 

March 2022, the Council was awarded 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

the highest accessibility standards 

possible within building dimensions and 

constraints. 

£200,000 funding from government for 

Changing Places toilets at Drummer 

Street toilets and Cherry Hinton Hall. The 

Council is also exploring the possibility of 

a further Changing Places toilet at Lion 

Yard, the busiest toilet facility in the city. 

Continue to provide holistic support to 

City Council tenants with mental health 

issues to remain in their tenancies and 

help link people to meaningful activities 

and groups in order to help reduce social 

isolation. Produce a new Tenancy 

Sustainment Service Policy to support 

this work. 

The Council continues to provide a 

Tenancy Sustainment Service at CCC. In 

2021/22 the service provided support to 

29 individuals in City Council housing and 

those placed into temporary 

accommodation as a result of 

homelessness who were experiencing 

low to high levels of mental health issues. 

The new Tenancy Sustainment Service 

Policy will be completed in 2022/23. 

Continue to provide 17 units of move-on 

accommodation for people receiving 

support under the Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough NHS Foundation Trust’s 

mental health team to help them move 

onto living independent living. 

The Council continues to provide 17 

supported units of move-on 

accommodation. The City Council are 

continuing to let units to those eligible, in 

partnership with Cambridgeshire County 

Council, the Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough NHS Foundation Trust and 

the support provider Sanctuary Housing. 

During 2021/22, there have been 6 

successful move-ons to independent 

accommodation for individuals previously 

housed in these units. Currently the City 

Council are working with Cambridgeshire 

County Council (Adult Autism Team and 

the Learning Disability Partnership) to 

explore the possibilities of meeting the 

housing needs of differing client groups in 

those mental health issues. 

Continue to hold Disability Panel 

meetings to monitor planning applications 

The Disabled Citizens Panel is currently 

suspended, but the Council is holding a 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

relevant to disabled people, focussing 

particularly on large housing 

developments, infrastructure, the public 

realm and public buildings in the Greater 

Cambridge area. 

planning meeting in May to reorganise 

and renew the Panel. 

Ensure that all City Council buildings are 

breastfeeding-friendly and encourage 

other employers and venues to do the 

same. 

During 2021/22 3 Council-owned 

Community Centres (Brown’s Field Youth 

and Community Centre, Clay Farm 

Centre and Akeman Community Centre) 

were added to the Breastfeeding 

Network. In 2022/23, the Council will 

work towards other buildings joining the 

Scheme. 

Support CB Mentoring to set up a 

mentoring project for young people from 

Black communities in Cambridgeshire. 

Officers have contacted CB Mentoring 

and offered ongoing support to the group.  

Support and help coordinate Gypsy, 

Roma and Traveller History Month 

activities, which will be marked on the 

Capturing Cambridge website this year 

as a result of public health restrictions 

relating to the coronavirus pandemic. 

A number of projects have been taken 

forward including:  

 Scoping a Gypsy, Roma and Traveller 

Heritage project and applying for 

funding. 

 Seeking support for a public art 

project. 

 Exploring opportunities for history 

sessions in schools to teach about 

Gypsy, Roma and Traveller history, 

the Roma and Sinti holocaust 

 Organising an event at the Corn 

Exchange and arranging to have a 

presence at Midsummer fair to include 

local heritage and crafts.  

 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Finalise work on the Race Equality 

Toolkit for businesses and work with 

Cambridge Ethnic Community Forum and 

Cambridgeshire County Council to 

promote it to businesses. 

Cambridge Ethnic Community Forum has 

completed the Race Equality Toolkit and 

it has been promoted: 

 through a dedicated presentation 

at the Council’s annual event for 

businesses during Living Wage 

Week November 2021  

 in a webinar for businesses on the 

Cambridgeshire Equality Pledge in 

January 2022 and during two 

meetings held for existing Equality 

Pledge signatories in 2021/22. 

 

Coordinate a Celebration of Women 2020 

Exhibition and community activities 

complementing the Vote#100 

programme. 

In March 2021, due to ongoing Covid 

restrictions the Council and partners 

marked International Women’s Day via 

the Capturing Cambridge online platform, 

where we shared the contributions of 

women who have lived, worked and 

studied in Cambridge throughout the 

ages: Herstory | Capturing Cambridge 

 

During 2022 the Council is: 

 

 Sponsoring 'Women's Heritage Walks' 

across Cambridge from March to July.  

 Supporting a Celebration of Women 

Festival in the summer, including a 

civic event in September (supported 

by Cambridge Rape Crisis), which will 

celebrate intersectionality and will 

include performances, groups, stalls, 

and food.  

 Supporting further events in October 

and November, including: panel 

events involving minority ethnic 

women and young women; a session 

involving disabled women; and an 

https://capturingcambridge.org/herstory/


In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

event exploring the experiences of 

women in universities. 

  

Provide Community Grants for 2022/23 to 

support the voluntary and community 

sector to reduce social and economic 

exclusion, which can disproportionately 

affect particular equality groups. 

The Council has made Community Grant 

awards totalling £1m for 2022/23 to 

support activities in Cambridge City that 

reduce social and/or economic 

deprivation.  55 Community Groups will 

benefit from funding from the main 

community grant round – several of which 

provide support to people experiencing 

disadvantage as a result of having one or 

more protected characteristic.   

The Council has also made small awards 

for events celebrating the Queen’s 

Platinum Jubilee – the majority of which 

will be free to access for local residents. 

Continue to work with Food Poverty 

Alliance partners to help tackle food 

poverty, including that experienced by 

children. Work with partners to support 

the cultural requirements of ethnically 

diverse communities and dietary 

requirements of people with long-term 

health conditions in the city’s response to 

food poverty. 

The Council has worked in partnership 

with Cambridge Sustainable Food, Karim 

Foundation and Cambridge Ethnic 

Community Forum to provide culturally 

appropriate food. The Council has also 

working with the local mosque to provide 

food to those in need.  

Develop a programme of accessible 

opportunities for physical activity to 

targeted groups. 

During 2021/22 the Council has provided 

a range of physical activity opportunities 

for targeted groups including: 

 

 Restarting the Invigorate programme 

(which provides physical activity 

sessions to adults living with a mental 

health illness) 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

 Restarting cardiac and cancer 

rehabilitation sessions in the 

community.  

 Providing financial support to 'Forever 

Active' to restart some physical 

activity sessions for older people.  

 Running a number of women’s only 

sessions and short courses 

throughout the year.   

 Supporting young people and families 

living in the most deprived areas to 

take part in physical activity, with free 

activities in dance, yoga, ice skating, 

tennis and skateboarding.  

 

Liaise with Cambridge Ethnic Community 

Forum, Cambridge Women’s Resource 

Centre and other relevant partners about 

setting up a group for South Asian 

women to socialise, to discuss matters of 

concern to them, and potentially to bid for 

funding for projects to support South 

Asian women. 

During 2021/22 the Council has offered a 

range of support, including with the 

Vaccine Campaign programme and 

health project, offering support and space 

for a south Asian dance group, and 

offering space for intergenerational 

storytelling. 

 

Objective Four: To tackle discrimination, harassment and 

victimisation and ensure that people from different backgrounds 

living in the city continue to get on well together 

In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Undertake a social media campaign to 

raise awareness of the difficulties that 

people with hidden disabilities have with 

complying with public health restrictions 

and help tackle public harassment of 

A social media campaign ran on Twitter 

during the summer of 2021 and an article 

was included in Cambridge Matters (for 

residents) and Open Door (for Cambridge 

City Council tenants). 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

people with hidden disabilities during the 

pandemic. 

Continue to monitor standards of work 

related to the Domestic Abuse Housing 

Alliance (DAHA), including:  

·       Ensuring the council’s compliance 

with the Domestic Abuse Act 2021. 

·       Preparing for the DAHA re-

accreditation process in December 2022. 

·       Using intelligence from 

Cambridgeshire County Council’s 

Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence 

Partnership Needs Assessment on safe 

accommodation services across 

Cambridgeshire to identify gaps in 

support that Cambridge City Council may 

help address. 

·       Engagement in the White Ribbon 

campaign. 

The Council has continued to monitor 

standards relating to DAHA, including: 

 Completing work to ensure policies 

and procedures are compliant with the 

Domestic Abuse Act 2021.  

 Working with the County Council, 

supporting them to carry out the 

requirements of the act.  

 Setting up staff working groups to 

ensure each element of the standards 

is being covered for DAHA re-

accreditation.  

 Using central government safe 

accommodation funding secured a 

new 2-year fixed term post for a 

Specialist Housing Worker, Domestic 

Abuse.  The individual started in post 

in Jan 22 and will be working on 

several projects including working to 

raise awareness in underrepresented 

groups, supporting staff training and 

development, and developing 

mechanisms to capture survivor 

feedback.  

 Successfully retaining the Council’s 

White Ribbon Accreditation in March 

2021.  An online conference was held 

on White Ribbon Day on 25th to 

continue to help raise awareness. 

 Continue to work with partners in the 

Community Safety Partnership (CSP) to 

improve public safety and raise concerns 

of people with protected characteristics. 

The Partnership’s priorities for 2021/22 

will continue to relate to safeguarding 

young people against violence and 

The Council continued to work with 

partners in the Cambridge Community 

Safety Partnership (CCSP) to improve 

public safety and raise concerns of 

people with protected characteristics. The 

Partnership’s priorities for 2022/23 will 

continue to relate to safeguarding young 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

exploitation and listening to community 

needs and responding together to reduce 

harm. 

people against violence and exploitation 

and listening to community needs and 

responding together to reduce harm. 

Help increase night-time safety by 

upgrading over 700 streetlamps and 

columns on Council-owned housing 

estates to more reliable LED lighting and 

numbering and label all our lights so that 

customers can easily report faults. 

In 2020/21, the Council upgraded 

approximately 107 streetlights (lanterns 

and column) and approximately 102 

lanterns using 4000k LED lanterns.  

  

In 2021/22, the Council’s contractor 

carried out a survey of the streetlights 

and produced a business case for:  

 

• 300 lanterns upgraded to LED 3000k. 

• 218 columns upgraded 

• 5 lighting bollards upgraded 

 

A contract was signed on March 2022 for 

the upgrade and the works are due to 

take place from July to August 2022. 

 

Undertake training on tackling lesbian, 

gay, bisexual and transgender 

discrimination (LGBT+) discrimination for 

front-of house staff in Council buildings 

and Councillors, and work with the 

Encompass Network to promote Safer 

Spaces to more organizations in the city. 

A Safer Spaces training session for 

councillors was held in October 2021. 

Sessions for Customer Service staff were 

planned for February 2022 but could not 

take place due to staff absence.  

The Council also promoted Safer Spaces 

in a webinar aiming to get more 

businesses signed up to the 

Cambridgeshire Equality Pledge in 

January 2022 and with existing Equality 

Pledge signatories. 



Objective Five: To ensure that the City Council’s employment and 

procurement policies and practices are non-discriminatory and to 

work towards a more representative workforce within the City 

Council 

In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Develop, promote, and deliver the 

‘Wellbeing at Work’ programme, 

providing a range of wellbeing classes, 

activities, information campaigns and 

promotions to encourage a healthy active 

Council workforce. 

The Active Lifestyles Team continue to 

support Wellbeing at Work opportunities 

for staff. During 2021/22 this included 

access to online physical activity 

opportunities and healthy lifestyle 

webinars and workshops and an 

organisation-wide step challenge.  

Providing two ‘Managing Mental Health’ 

sessions for managers to identify 

practical ways to manage and support 

positive mental well-being for all staff 

including employees who are 

experiencing stress and distress. 

A ‘Managing Mental Health’ session for 

managers was delivered during May 

2021, but a second session in June 2021 

was cancelled due to low numbers of 

attendees.  More sessions will be 

scheduled this financial year. 

 As part of our Disability Confident 

commitment, undertake steps to help 

increase representation of disabled staff 

members as a proportion of the workforce 

by: 

 Working with Shaw Trust and 

Jobcentre Plus to raise our profile as 

an employer of choice for disabled 

people. 

 Providing information on the Council’s 

Disability Confident status in 

recruitment literature and sharing that 

disabled applicants who meet the 

essential criteria for positions will be 

guaranteed an interview. 

 Advertising employment opportunities 

through organizations that support 

disabled people locally. 

The Councils recruitment team carried 

out a range of actions to promote Council 

vacancies to different groups, including:  

 

 Attending a virtual SEND Careers 

Event (via Form the Future), 

delivering a presentation on 

Cambridge City Council and being 

available for Q&A session. 

 Holding sessions with individuals via 

the DWP to showcase our vacancies 

and organisation as part of the ‘Way 

to Work’ scheme in March, April and 

May 2022. 

 Attending the virtual Cambridgeshire 

and Peterborough Inclusive Employer 

Event, delivering a presentation on 

Cambridge City Council and being 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

 Plan for and make reasonable 

adjustments at interview stage and 

also related to any specific tests/ 

assessment processes for job roles. 

 Make our roles look more accessible 

to people who may not have all the 

exact skills related to a particular role 

by advertising training opportunities 

elating to particular roles and/ or 

services. 

available for Q&A session in March 

2022 

 Holding virtual mock interviews (via 

Form the Future) to secondary aged 

students and delivering a presentation 

on CCC and being available for Q&A 

session in January 2022 

The following data on representation of 

disabled staff in the workforce was 

collected: 

 In March 2022, 8.15% staff declared a 

disability, which was an increase from 

from 7.21% in March 2021 

 3.96% of successful applicants 

declared as disabled  

 8.45% of staff that attended learning 

and development courses have 

declared a disability 

 Over the past 12 months, 6.2% of 

internal promotions were staff with 

disability.  

 

Take part in Race Equality Week 

February 2022. This is a UK-wide 

initiative uniting thousands of 

organizations and individuals to address 

race equality barriers in the workplace. 

 

The Council took part in Race Equality 

Week February 2022. Activities included 

a meeting between members of the 

BAME staff group and the Leadership 

Team to discuss race equality issues, 

and a webinar and a half day training 

session on race equality issues which 

were both open to all staff to attend. 

 

Take steps to increase representation of 

Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) 

employees as a proportion of the 

council’s workforce, including: 

·       Making employment opportunities 

more visible within BAME communities by 

In November 2021, the Council’s 

recruitment team delivered a virtual 

presentation to DWP job seekers from 

ethnic minorities. 

 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

showcasing the organization and our 

roles during key equality and diversity 

events 

·       Continuing to advertise our roles 

through networks, groups, and contacts 

with far reaching and diverse audiences 

(including local groups supporting BAME 

communities). 

·       Advertising our commitment to 

increasing representation of BAME 

people in our workforce within our 

recruitment information. 

·       Making our roles appear more 

accessible by advertising training 

opportunities relating to particular roles 

and/ or services. 

·       Encourage equality of opportunity 

for all by making the recruitment 

application process more accessible and 

less prescriptive 

The following data on recruitment of 

minority ethnic staff in the workforce was 

collected: 

 

 In March 2022, 8.32% of staff were 

from minority ethnic groups, which 

was an increase from 7.71% the 

previous year 

 12.37% of all successful applications 

were from ethnic minority applicants.  

 The number of shortlisted BAME 

applicants more than doubled and the 

number of successful applicants has 

more than tripled compared to the 

previous year.  

 

 

 

Take steps to increase retention of BAME 

employees, including by: 

·       Continuing to support the BAME 

staff group to provide a secure, safe, and 

supportive environment for BAME staff to 

discuss issues and share experiences.  

·       Identifying ways to encourage 

internal applications and promotion at the 

council, including providing training 

courses on applying for jobs and 

interview skills. 

The following data on retention of 

minority ethnic staff in the workforce was 

collected: 

 

 In March 2022, 8.32% of staff were 

from minority ethnic groups, which 

was an increase from 7.71% the 

previous year 

 8.8% of leavers in 2021/22 were from 

minority ethnic groups 

 Over the past 12 months, 12.5% of 

promotions were minority ethnic staff 

 8% of staff attending learning and 

development courses were from 

minority ethnic groups.  

 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

In determining the future use of council 

buildings following Covid-19, provide staff 

with a Prayer Room. 

 

Provide an ‘Understanding Menopause’ 

workshop open to all who wish to gain a 

better understanding of the menopause, 

its impact in and out of the workplace, 

and how best to support each other. 

An ‘Understanding Menopause’ workshop 

open to all was delivered in May 2021 

Explore the reasons for under 

representation of men at corporate 

training sessions in 2020/21 and improve 

accessibility of the training programme for 

men. 

We have explored the reasons for under 

representation of men at corporate 

training sessions in 2020/21. In part this 

can be attributed to there being a greater 

number of males employed in services 

such Estates and Facilities, Streets and 

Open Spaces and within some teams 

within Commercial services such as the 

Fleet/Garage teams. Within these service 

areas more operational/technical based 

training taking place, funded with local 

service level training budgets which is not 

recorded Corporately. Training sessions 

delivered via Teams/Zoom due to Covid-

19 also impacted on the number of front 

line operational staff attending training 

sessions due to their accessibility to IT 

equipment. 

 

To increase male attendance we have 

focused and targeted relevant corporate 

training sessions for people within the 

aforementioned areas of the council 

employing a higher percentage of males.  

 

We also held classroom-based training 

sessions at the Meadows Community 

Centre, which is closer to 130 Cowley 

Road and the Cowley Road Depot where 

more males are employed as a 

percentage of staff than females.  

 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Monitor national changes to public sector 

procurement policy on social value and 

raise awareness of the implications for 

different Council services that procure 

public sector contracts. 

This is an ongoing action. We continue to 

monitor procurement policies for changes 

and implement them as soon as we are 

aware of them. We discuss social value 

with all service areas during procurement 

preparation to ensure they have a social 

value question to suit the service and the 

requirements. When we hold supplier 

events we have a section on social value 

to support our suppliers to provide good 

responses that are of benefit to the city 

Run the Equality, Diversity and Disability 

Awareness course for new members of 

staff (two sessions per course provided 9 

times in the year) to raise understanding 

of equality and diversity issues, 

awareness of relevant diversity and 

disability legislation, and the Council’s 

responsibilities under the Public Sector 

Equality Duty. 

In 2021/22, the Equality, Diversity and 

Disability Awareness course for new 

members of staff was held 8 times in: 

May, June, September, October, 

November, January, February and 

March.  This current year, they will be 

held every month, except August and 

December. 

Identify further opportunities for Equality 

and Diversity training delivered by the 

Council to help staff to identify and 

challenge discriminatory practices in the 

workplace relating to racism and sexism. 

Support staff members to stay up to date 

with any national legislative changes 

relating to equality and diversity 

impacting on service provision. 

This training (titled “Equality and Diversity 

training: Updates on legislation and 

identifying how to tackle discrimination”) 

was held on 17th March 2022 and was 

attended by 5 staff members. 

The training supported staff to develop an 

understanding of current issues, 

legislation and policies impacting on 

some of our local communities with 

protected characteristics. It also helped 

staff spot and challenge discriminatory 

behaviour aimed at different protected 

characteristics including in relation to 

race and sex. 

Set new targets for the percentage of 

disabled people and Black, Asian and 

 We have set new targets for the 

percentage of disabled people and, In 



In the Single Equality Scheme for 

2021-24 we aimed to:  

In the first year we:  

Minority Ethnic people as a proportion of 

the workforce in light of the findings from 

the Census 2021 

In March 2022, 8.32% of staff were 

from minority ethnic groups, which 

was an increase from 7.71% the 

previous year 

 

 

 


